Have you ever wished
you could combine the
look of traditional timber
windows and doors
with the durability and
security of a modern
PVCu product?
Well wish no longer
– with PlatinumNRG
FlushSASH you can.

Innovation
& Tradition

from

The PlatinumNRG FlushSASH range is the very
latest innovation in fenestration. For years the
window industry has replaced traditional timber
products in properties with PVCu where the
design of the chamfered or sculptured opening
sashes protrude over the window frame.
The new range of FlushSASH windows and doors
bring back the traditional timber appearance
where the sashes ﬁt ﬂush into the frame, they are
manufactured from 70mm PVCu proﬁles and bring all
the beneﬁts of low maintenance, security, comfort,
weather resistance and can be re-cycled.
From a style perspective a wide range of timber
grained effect foil ﬁnishes are available allowing
matching or contrasting colours to be speciﬁed on
the frame and sash, enabling a perfect match for
traditional regional fenestration colour variances or
allowing complete personalisation of your property.
Mechanical joints on transoms and mullions are a
standard feature to replicate the traditional mortise
and tenon timber joint and to complete the authentic
period look, monkey tail or tear drop window handles
and faux window stays are available as an option.

Our unique ﬂush doors are supplied with a slender
opening leaf hung on butt hinges and when speciﬁed
with a sidelite there is a uniform glass sightline, which
faithfully replicates timber detailing.
These traditional style products are crafted using
environmentally friendly lead free PVCu proﬁles, and
can be speciﬁed with energy efﬁcient double or triple
glazed sealed units for optimum energy performance.
Our ﬂush windows have achieved ‘A’ energy ratings
and our ﬂush doors can perform to a U Value
of 1.4 W/m2.K
Our FlushSASH range is the perfect choice for
homeowners who have been waiting for an affordable
authentic replacement for their existing tired timber
windows and doors and the ideal choice for those
looking to put the traditional style back into their period
property whilst enhancing the value of the home. For
those considering a new conservatory or orangery
with all the period looks of timber and beneﬁts of
modern materials, this has to be the product of choice.
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b HANDLE Stylish key locking
handles, White are standard, a large
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c CASEMENT HINGES
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hinges that allow the sash when
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e MULTI CHAMBER PROFILE
To ensure optimum thermal
efﬁciency and strength.
f TRADITIONAL HARDWARE
Faux window stays and lockable
handles in monkey tail or tear drop
designs are available as an option to
complete that authentic period look.
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In our ongoing quest to provide the highest quality products for our customers, our designs and speciﬁcations are subject to change without notice.

